## Feature Glossary

**Bluetooth Headset Capability**
Connect to select wireless headsets via Bluetooth so you can keep the conversation going and your hands free.

**Call Block**
Allows the user to block unwanted calls by entering Caller ID info into the phone's directory via Bluetooth.

**Caller ID**
Shows you who is calling. Using text-to-speech technology the caller's name is announced in between rings if name-and-number Caller ID information is available.

**Conference Call**
Enables the user to connect more than one phone to a call, allowing for group communication.

**Call Waiting**
Tells you who is calling when the phone doesn't just let you see who is calling, it actually announces the time periods without affecting other handsets.

**Call Waiting Caller ID**
When a call comes in, the phone doesn't just let you see who is calling, it actually announces the caller's name.

**Caller List**
Shows the list of incoming calls and missed calls.

**dialChord**
Call list directory via Bluetooth.

**dialChord**
Connect to select wireless headsets via Bluetooth.

**Digital Phonebook**
Allows the user to connect more than one phone to a call, allowing for group communication.

**Power Backup Operation**
A powerful battery back-up system keeps you connected when the power goes out. Keep a charged handset in the base unit and you can still make and receive calls with the other cordless handsets.

**Rechargeable Handset**
Place the handset flat in the cradle face up or face down to charge.

**Reverse Handset**
Allows user to program individual handsets to ring or remain silent for specified time periods without affecting other handsets.

**Talking Caller ID**
Choose from a downloaded or selectable ringer to link to your preprogrammed phone book data. The preprogrammed ringer will occur when the corresponding Caller ID information is received from an incoming call.

**Silent Mode**
Allows the user to program individual handsets to ring or remain silent for specified time periods without affecting other handsets.

**Talking Phone (Talking Alarm Clock/Range Boost)**
Tells you who is calling when the phone doesn't just let you see who is calling, it actually announces the caller's name.
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